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ussia is suspected of having undertaken a wide range of subversive activities against the United States, and its partners and allies since 2014—
examples include military support for the separatist republics in eastern
Ukraine, an attempted coup in Montenegro, and influence campaigns in
the 2016 United States and 2017 French elections. Responding to Russian subversion
is difficult, in part because the threat is, by its very nature, not clearly known. In
this Perspective, we review past RAND Corporation and other relevant work and
synthesize overall insights about why and how Russian undertakes subversion. This
review and synthesis offer insights about the likely threat of Russian subversion to
the United States and its partners and allies.
Russia likely finds subversion—which we define as efforts intended to influence
the domestic politics of other countries—attractive because it could help achieve
multiple Russian foreign policy interests at relatively low cost. The threat of Russian
subversion to different countries varies based on the intensity of Russia’ interests
and the resources available to undertake subversion. In western Europe and the
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United States, Russian subversive tools appear to be limited
to information, cyber, and political ones. In neighboring
former communist countries, Russia uses a wider range
of military and economic tools. To better deter Russian
subversion, we suggest concentrating defensive efforts on
the most vulnerable regions and institutions and ensuring
that punishments in response to subversion are clearly
linked to specific Russian actions. We also propose focusing on addressing covert or denied Russian activities, both
because they are particularly harmful and because targeting overt Russian activities could delegitimize Western
outreach to populations that are on the fence about their
support for Western institutions.
The first section of this Perspective defines subversion
and explains why we focus on this category. In the second,
we build from existing RAND work to characterize Russia’s
interests in undertaking subversion. The third section
traces how contemporary Russian subversive activities
find their origins in the Soviet period and Russia’s recent
history. The fourth section characterizes the elements of
state power that Russia can use for subversion, including
political, military, informational, and economic. The fifth
provides a framework for deterring Russian subversion
through denial and punishment. The sixth concludes and
offers policy implications.

What Is Subversion?
By subversion, we mean activities intended to influence
a target country’s domestic politics. We believe this term
offers a useful and concrete way to understand the threat
of Russian activities. Other works use such terms as hybrid
warfare, active measures, hostile measures, the gray zone,
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political warfare, or sharp power (Cardenal et al., 2017;
Cohen and Radin, 2019; Robinson et al., 2018). There is
substantial debate about these terms—for example, critics have argued that hybrid warfare does not accurately
characterize Russian thinking on this issue.1 Nevertheless,
all these terms refer to the same basic problem: A wide
range of somewhat coordinated Russian activities seeks
to influence and undermine countries’ politics and institutions in undesirable ways, including Russian support
of separatism in Ukraine; computer network operations;
backing pro-Russian nongovernmental organizations; and
publicly acknowledged information campaigns executed by
RT, Sputnik, or other attributed media. Russian subversion
often exploits political or social divides within Western
societies. Russian subversion activities may also leverage
concepts and tools that were established to protect democratic societies (e.g., freedom of speech and freedom of
assembly) to undermine these institutions.
To be sure, there are differences in the intensity, threat,
and legitimacy of particular Russian subversive activities. In
general, overt and attributed activities, such as diplomacy
or public messages, may be seen as relatively more legitimate, especially since there are parallel efforts by Western
countries and institutions. Russia also engages in covert
activities, in which Russia seeks to hide its role, and denied
activities, in which Russia takes less effort to hide its role
but does not publicly acknowledge its actions, as in the case
of Russia’s support for separatism in eastern Ukraine. We
see denied and covert subversive activities as especially
threatening. For example, people may be more receptive
to a tweet from someone who seems to be a normal citizen
rather than from RT or the official account of the Russian
foreign ministry. The Kremlin’s financial and human

resources give it a unique ability to mimic and influence
legitimate social groups in ways that are often not discovered until long after they are perpetrated, if they are recognized at all. Clear attribution of denied or covert activities
to Russia can limit the effectiveness of these actions.

Why Russia Might Undertake
Subversion
Subversion is one possible activity that Russia, like any
other country, may use to pursue its foreign policy interests. Subversion appears to be disruptive but is relatively
low cost. It allows states to achieve foreign policy goals
when diplomacy and overt soft power are insufficient and
when large-scale violence may be unlikely to succeed or
is otherwise undesirable. A discussion of Russia’s foreign
policy interests is a useful starting point for understanding
Russian subversion because these interests guide Russia’s
decisions about when or when not to choose subversion
instead of other foreign policy options.
In their study on Russian hostile measures of influence, Cohen and Radin identified core, interrelated
Russian foreign policy objectives (Cohen and Radin, 2019).
First and foremost, Russia seeks to defend its territory and
regime. Russia seeks recognition as a great power, which
involves maintaining influence in its immediate region.
Stopping European Union (EU) and North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) enlargement is perceived as essential
to Russian security, preservation of its sphere of influence,
and status as a great power. Like any other country, Russia
also seeks to ensure its economic prosperity. The latter
goals also contribute to the first and primary goal, the preservation of the country and regime. Each of these interests

may lead Russia to adopt subversion as a desirable foreign
policy tool.

Defense of the Country and the Regime
Russian officials and analysts, dating back to the Soviet
Union, have often seen a connection between external military threats and internal opponents of the ruling regime.
In the post–Cold War era, Russian analysts have observed
that the United States has engaged in democracy promotion through its support for “color revolutions” in former
Soviet states and for the Arab Spring. These analysts have
drawn a connection between these efforts and possible
U.S. intentions to engage in a color revolution, or regime
change, in Russia, especially following the 2011–2012
prodemocracy protests in Russia and the events in 2014 in
Ukraine (Kennan [“X”], 1947; Korsunskaya, 2014; Radin
and Reach, 2017, pp. 8–21; Radin et al., 2019).
For the Kremlin, subversion may play a triple role in
responding to what it perceives as Western efforts at regime
change. First, subversion of Moscow’s adversaries may distract or deter them from interfering in the domestic politics
of Russia or of those in its sphere of influence. Second, foreign subversion may have an intended or unintended positive influence on popular support for the Russian regime,
especially if subversion achieves popular Russian foreign
policy goals. Note, for example, the increase in Putin’s
popularity during the Ukrainian crisis in 2014, although
Russia’s activities in Ukraine may have been simultaneously limited by perceived brotherhood between Russians
and Ukrainians (Greene and Robertson, 2015; Oliker et al.,
2009, pp. xiv–xvii, 43–44). Third, subversion may weaken
Western institutions that are perceived as a threat to the
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regime. In the case of the 2016 U.S. election, for example,
a U.S. Intelligence Community assessment concluded that
“the Kremlin sought to advance its longstanding desire
to undermine the U.S.-led liberal democratic order, the
promotion of which Putin and other senior Russian leaders
view as a threat to Russia and Putin’s regime” (Office of the
Director of National Intelligence, 2017, p. 1). This assessment reflects what has become a common trope in the U.S.
foreign policy discourse that Russian activities, both subversive and otherwise, threaten the “international order.”
(Mattis, 2018; see also Radin and Reach, 2017; RAND
Corporation, undated).

Recognition as a Great Power with a
Global Presence and a Seat at the Table in
Resolving Major Disputes
Recognition as a great power includes Russia’s role as a
member of the United Nations, its participation in peace
negotiations, and its desire for greater recognition from
other countries (Radin and Reach, 2017, pp. 15–17).
Subversion may help to pursue that goal in several ways
that are related to the assessment that Russia seeks
to undermine the U.S.-led liberal democratic order.
Subversive tools may be a low-cost means of demonstrating Russia’s ability to cause harm. From this perspective,
Moscow may use subversion to demonstrate that Russia
cannot be ignored. Second, Russia’s meddling in both
eastern Europe and in the United States or western Europe
may seek to demonstrate the weakness of the West and,
consequently, to undermine the hopes U.S. partners and
allies place in the United States. If the West becomes a less
appealing partner, some countries may begin to perceive
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Russia’s Desired Sphere of Influence

Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Hungary, Kosovo,
Montenegro, North Macedonia, Poland
Romania, Servia, and Slovakia
Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania
Georgia, Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Moldova

Belarus, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Ukraine

SOURCE: Adapted from Radin and Reach, 2017, p. 11

Russia as a more attractive alternative to the West. This
approach could backfire; the targets of Russian subversion
often become less supportive of Russia.

Maintaining Russia’s Sphere of Influence,
Stopping EU and NATO Enlargement, and
Assuring Russia’s Economic Prosperity
Russia’s desire to maintain a sphere of influence is based
on its understanding of itself as a great power, uninterrupted from its time as an empire. Maintaining a sphere

of influence may also be a means of guaranteeing both a
security buffer zone and a base for economic prosperity.
The circles in the figure on p. 4, replicated from Radin and
Reach’s 2017 work on Russian views of the international
order, illustrate one approach to understanding Russia’s
vision of desired influence, based on accounts of Russian
identity and identification with particular countries.
The rings in the figure highlight how Russia has the
greatest desire for control within Belarus, Ukraine, and
Central Asia (darkest blue circle); somewhat diminished
interest in the Caucasus and Moldova; followed by the
Baltics, which many Russian analysts exclude from the
concept of the near abroad, another term for Russia’s
desired region of influence; with the outer sphere including
the former Warsaw Pact countries and Western Balkans
(lightest blue circle). Russia’s use of subversive activities
within the countries in these rings can help ensure that
regimes in these countries adopt friendly policies toward
Russia, including guaranteeing that the countries consult
Russia when making important decisions; are responsive to
Russian desires; or, in the case of the inner rings, participate in Russian-led organizations and do not join Western
institutions (Radin and Reach, 2017, pp. 9–14).
Subversion efforts targeting countries outside these
rings, such as the United States or western Europe, may
also stop EU and NATO enlargement, especially if the
efforts can create divisions among the Western allies about
the need for enlargement. However, while Russia opposes
EU and NATO enlargement, it does not necessarily seek to
eliminate or dismantle the EU or NATO. Russia may also
hope to weaken the EU and NATO to be able to negotiate
bilaterally with European countries, rather than with the
EU and NATO. But the destruction of the EU and NATO

Rather than using
subversion to tear down
Western institutions,
it seems plausible
that Russia may use
subversion to shape
domestic political
outcomes in other
countries in less extreme
ways.
could also destabilize Europe, introducing unpredictable and significant risks to the Russian economy and its
security.2
Rather than using subversion to tear down Western
institutions, it seems plausible that Russia may use subversion to shape domestic political outcomes in other countries in less extreme ways. Russia may seek to engineer the
election of leaders that are supportive of Russia’s political or economic interests even if they are not explicitly
pro-Russian in their orientation. This may include support
for antiestablishment parties or candidates, such as the
Alternative für Deutschland [Alternative for Germany]
(AfD) party in Germany or Marine Le Pen in France.
5

Le Pen, for example, agreed with Russia’s line of argument
on Ukraine and Crimea and opposed the sanctions regime
(Pasha-Robinson, 2017).
That said, it may be difficult, or impossible, to identify the particular motivations behind a campaign and
link them to the pursuit of specific interests. Indeed, it is
possible that there may be multiple or disputed intentions
among the Russian actors to pursue them. Cohen and
Radin, for example, argue that Russian hostile measures
may follow a “soft strategy,” according to which Russia does
not necessarily have a linear, step-by-step path in mind
between subversive actions and desired outcomes (Cohen
and Radin, 2019, pp. 13–14). Instead, Russia may undertake actions with the hope that they may eventually bring
about its goals. This soft strategy does not necessarily make
Russian subversion more or less effective, but may make it
more difficult to identify or evaluate.

Origins of Contemporary Russian
Subversion
Contemporary Russian subversion is not new—it builds
from foreign policy and activities of the Soviet Union and
before, as well as Russia’s domestic and foreign policy since
1990. Over time, the regional scope and ambition of Soviet
and Russian subversion has varied, but where it is most
ambitious, it has focused on pursuing control in eastern
Europe, a degree of influence in other parts of the world,
and shaping Western policy to reduce the threat at home.
The Soviet regime, like the Tsarist one before it, used
subversion internally and externally for many purposes but
with mixed success. In particular, the Soviets used subversion as an instrument to maintain support for Soviet policy
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in the broader Communist world and to enforce compliance with Soviet policies when states in the Eastern bloc
deviated from sanctioned policy.3 Following the Soviet and
Yugoslav split in 1948, the Kremlin employed several forms
of subversive activities to counter Yugoslav dictator Josip
Tito’s efforts to exercise independence and undermine his
position. These included Soviet infiltration of Yugoslav
security services and military institutions, as well as Soviet
and satellite-state production and dissemination of antiTito propaganda (Central Intelligence Agency [CIA], 1949;
National Security Agency, 1998; U.S. Department of State,
1951). In Hungary and Czechoslovakia, subversion accompanied Soviet efforts to address instability early in each
country’s revolution, in 1956 and 1968, respectively (CIA,
1968a, pp. 2–3; CIA, 1968b). Yet, in all three cases, these
efforts failed to achieve the Kremlin’s aims. In Hungary
and Czechoslovakia, Soviet attempts to quell political
unrest via subversion also failed, and the Kremlin was
forced to use conventional means to regain control in both
states. Likewise, Moscow was ultimately unable to unseat
Tito through subversive means.
In the developing world, the Soviets used subversion
to promulgate Communist ideology and influence, shape
states’ political events, and curb Western influence.4 Prior
to the 1970s, Soviet subversive activities in Africa involved
“training cadres, infiltrating the trade union movement
. . . encouraging the growth of radial nationalist parties
and factions,” and attempting to establish “Communist
adherents in positions of influence” (Director of Central
Intelligence, 1962, p. 1). The Soviets provided military aid
and advisors but relied on Cuban forces to intervene in
internal African conflicts in the 1970s and 1980s because
this approach provided Moscow with plausible deniability

(Director of Central Intelligence, 1979, p. 20). However, the
Soviets could not necessarily achieve their most ambitious
objectives through subversion (Central Intelligence Agency,
1982). For example, even though much of the African
intelligentsia supported communist ideology, they did not
necessarily align with Soviet ideology or policy (Director of
Central Intelligence, 1962).
Soviet subversion efforts targeting the United States
appeared intended to tarnish perceptions of the West
domestically and globally, drive a wedge between the
United States and its allies, frustrate U.S. interests, and
“influence American public opinion in favor of . . . Soviet
foreign policy priorities and to exert pressure on U.S.
government officials to effect changes that are favorable
to Moscow” (U.S. Congress, 1980; see also Federal Bureau
of Investigation, 1987, p. 34644). In the early 1980s, the
Soviets capitalized on percolating U.S. public discontent
over revelations that the U.S. government had conducted
biological warfare research at a facility in Maryland and on
fears surrounding the newly discovered acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) virus. The KGB attempted
to link the two by spreading a rumor that the virus was
the product of “Pentagon experiments to develop new and
dangerous biological weapons” (Boghardt, 2009, pp. 3–4).
The Soviets also used front organizations, such as the
Communist Party of the United States of America, to conduct active campaigns intended to undermine support for
U.S. efforts, such as the Strategic Defense Initiative (Federal
Bureau of Investigation, 1987, p. 34644). However, Russia’s
efforts to foster support for communist ideology among
U.S. audiences did not appear to take root. Disinformation
efforts, such as the AIDS rumor, may have been more
successful. A survey in 1992 found that 15 percent of

Americans probably or definitely considered the statement
that “the AIDS virus was created deliberately in a government laboratory” to be true (Boghardt, 2009, p. 19). That
said, without evidence of whether survey respondents were
exposed to or influenced by the Soviet rumor, it is difficult
to link these outcomes to Soviet efforts.
After the fall of the Soviet Union, Russia continued
to use subversion, but its geographic and political ambition refocused on domestic politics and the former Soviet
Union. Andrew Wilson, for example, traces the use of
subversion in the post-Soviet world to “the black arts of
political manipulation and double-speak inherited from
the Bolshevik era” (Wilson, 2005, p. xv ). To name a few
examples, he describes the occurrence of electoral fraud,
use of state funds for partisan political purposes, the politicization of the judiciary, media manipulation, the creation
of fake organizations to mimic opposing political parties,
and dissemination of compromising materials on opponents (kompromat). Wilson notes how these techniques
became a Russian export in the late 1990s and early 2000s,
quoting a Ukrainian commentator that Russian manipulators were not “just making money, but serving as Russian
agents of influence, ‘distributors’ of Russian interests”
(Wilson, 2005, p. xiii ).
Over the course of the 2010s, especially in response
to the 2011 domestic Russian protests, Russian subversion
seems to have become more technologically advanced and
internet-oriented. Initially, the Kremlin used Russian troll
farms for domestic purposes, such as maligning political
opposition and activists in the eyes of domestic audiences.
With the Ukraine crisis in 2014, and the 2016 U.S. elections, Russia seems to have broadened the ambition of
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its subversive activities to the wider world (Chen, 2015;
Helmus et al., 2018, p. 15).
Western analysts have, in part, attributed Russia’s
increased use of nonmilitary tactics, some covert and
denied, to ideas expressed in a 2013 article authored
by Russian Chief of the General Staff, General Valery
Gerasimov.5 The article indicates that Russia’s increased
adoption of subversion and other nonmilitary tactics
seems to have been based in large part on the observation
of parallel, threatening Western activities.6 Gerasimov, for
example, drew on the events of the Arab Spring: “The very
‘rules of war’ have changed. The role of nonmilitary means
of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, and,
in many cases, they have exceeded the power of force of
weapons in their effectiveness” (Gerasimov, 2013; Galeotti,
2014). His writing implicitly advocates for the development
of Russian forces that can respond in kind to these increasing nonmilitary threats (Galeotti, 2014).
Since its publication, Gerasimov’s article has been
interpreted as evidence of the existence of a “Gerasimov
doctrine” guiding Russian use of subversion. However, in
practice, Russia’s approach appears to be far less disciplined
or organized. In fact, Mark Galeotti, a leading analyst of
Russia’s intelligence activities who popularized the term
Gerasimov doctrine, apologized for developing the term in
a 2018 article. Galeotti clarifies that the Gerasimov doctrine “doesn’t exist” as a concrete approach and explains
that, instead, Russia’s “campaign is dangerous precisely
because it has no single organizing principle, let alone
controlling agency” (Galeotti, 2018). Instead, he argues that
Russia’s activities are “largely opportunistic, fragmented,
even sometimes contradictory” (Galeotti, 2018). The degree
to which there is a singular strategic intent or effective
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coordination of Russian subversion hence remains somewhat unclear. Instead, we will focus on what Russian can
do by considering the different elements of state power at
Russia’s disposal.

Subversion by Different Russian
Entities
The table on p. 9 categorizes the organizations that undertake Russian subversion. The rows list the main elements of
Russian state power, ordered according to which elements
are most powerful within Russia’s immediate neighborhood (military), working downward toward capabilities
that play a larger role around the world.7 The columns of
the table point to the different categories of actors involved
in Russian subversion, from organizations that are part of
the Russian government; to organization that are not part
of the state but act on Russia’s behalf, with different degrees
of attribution; to independent groups that share an interest
with Russia and may work, knowingly or not, in collaboration on a particular issue.
In many cases, covert or denied subversive activities
and overt ones are used in tandem. In Syria, where Moscow
has not denied its military presence, overt Russian activities represent the main lines of effort, although some of
Russia’s activities have aspects of deniability such as the use
of private contractors (Ayres, 2019).

Military
Since 2014, Russia has repeatedly used its military for subversion. In Crimea, Russia used airborne and special operations forces, colloquially referred to as “little green men” or

How Do Russian Organizations Engage in Subversion?
State

Attributed and Unattributed
Proxies

Foreign Partners of
Russia

Major Challenges to Target

Military

GRU-Spetsnaz; VDV

Private military companies
(Wagner Group)

Separatists

• Relatively highly capable light forces
• Difficult to distinguish from armed civilians at
the beginning; a law enforcement response
might be insufficient, while a military
response bears political costs and may
contribute to Russian propaganda

Political

Possibly executed by
intelligence agencies
(GRU, FSB, SVR)

State-linked patriotic groups
(e.g., Night Wolves biker
gang)

Ataka in Bulgaria, Front
National in France, AfD
in Germany

• Political influence in target countries
• Attribution to Russian government
• Grounded in preexisting political divisions

Economic

State-owned
enterprises (e.g.,
Gazprom, Rosneft)

Private, state-linked
companies (e.g., Lukoil)

Trade partners with
Russia

• Extensive European trade links with Russia
• Difficulty distinguishing legitimate activity

Information

RT, Rossiya Segodnya,
Sputnik, security
services

Internet Research Agency
(and other troll farms)

Users who amplify
Russian media or
unknowingly participate—
“useful idiots”

•
•
•
•

Cyber

GRU, FSB, SVR

Co-opted independent
hackers: APT28, APT29

Patriotic hacking groups:
CyberBerkut

• Highly capable
• Attribution
• Global reach

Deceptive or false content
Difficult to regulate
Attribution
Global reach

SOURCES: Robinson et al., 2018; Helmus et al., 2018; Larrabee et al., 2017; Radin et al., 2019.
NOTES: APT = advanced persistent threat; Ataka = Attack Party (Bulgaria); FSB = Federalnaya sluzhba bezopasnosti [Federal Security Service] (Russia); GRU = Glavnoye
razvedyvatelnoye upravleniye [Main Intelligence Directorate] (Russia); GRU-Spetsnaz = Special Forces of the GRU; VDV = Vozdushno-desantnye voyska [Russian Airborne
Troops]; SVR = Sluzhba vneshney razvedki [Foreign Intelligence Service]. While we use the term GRU because it is known as such, the organization is now formally
“Glávnoe upravlénie Generál’nogo shtába Vooruzhjonnyh Sil Rossíjskoj Federácii” [Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation] and
abbreviated GU.

“polite people” to seize territory in February 2014, although
it admitted its involvement only later (Kofman et al., 2017,
pp. 6–31). In eastern Ukraine, Russia initially deployed
intelligence operatives to support the development of a
separatist movement, and, when the separatists were on
the brink of defeat in August 2014, deployed conventional
military forces to support them (Radin, 2017, pp. 7–8;
Robinson et al., 2018, pp. 72–74). Russia has also relied on

nongovernmental Russian proxies, such as the Wagner
private military company in Ukraine and Syria (Radin et
al., 2019, p. 209; “SBU Releases . . . ,” 2018).
While Russia’s military presence in eastern Ukraine
has been well documented, Russia continues to deny this
presence, likely because of domestic politics and the perceived brotherhood between Russia and Ukraine mentioned earlier. Acknowledging its military incursion into
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Russian military
subversion will be quite
difficult in NATO countries
and is most likely to occur
in the non-Baltic former
Soviet republics.
Ukraine would also likely undermine some of the main
lines of Russian messaging, such as defending noninterference in states’ internal affairs and critiquing military
operations without UN Security Council approval. In
March 2014, Russia claimed that ousted Ukrainian president Viktor Yanukovich had asked for Russian help, but
that line of reasoning had particularly little credibility after
August 2014 under newly elected president Poroshenko
(Charbonneau, 2014).
The politically sensitive subversive military operations
in Ukraine, and possible future military actions, draw on a
range of Russian light infantry forces, including the VDV,
GRU-Spetsnaz, and Special Operations Forces Command.
The forces appear to have been a significant priority in
Russia’s larger modernization efforts, which began in 2008
following the military’s disappointing performance in
Georgia. According to Radin et al., such rapidly deployable forces contribute to two of Russia’s main tasks for its
military: regional dominance within the former Soviet
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Union and expeditionary operations (Radin et al., 2019,
pp. 45–46, 139–153).
Russia’s ability to undertake significant operations in
NATO countries, however, is likely to be more challenging,
as the case of the Baltic states demonstrates. In response to
the possibility of military subversion, the military commanders of the Baltic states have indicated their intent
to “shoot” the “little green men” on their territory—to
rapidly deploy security forces to defeat any covert or denied
Russian military presence (Radin, 2017, p. 25; Schmitt
and Myers, 2015; Stuttaford, 2015). Such a Russian force
would need to be sufficiently small to prevent clear attribution of Russian armed aggression, which would justify
a strong response from NATO allies under Article 5 of the
North Atlantic Treaty. Given the performance of even the
ill-prepared Ukrainian military against Russian-backed
separatists in Ukraine, the more-capable Baltic forces
would likely have a good chance against Russian-backed
paramilitaries. Russia would be forced to either accept the
defeat of its proxies or intervene with conventional forces
and risk a full-scale war with NATO.8 It seems that optimal conditions for an effective military subversion require
geographical proximity, weak border control, weak counterintelligence, lack of strong allies, easy access to firearms,
sociopolitical divisions, and the element of surprise. This
analysis indicates that Russian military subversion will
be quite difficult in NATO countries and is most likely to
occur in the non-Baltic former Soviet republics.

Political
The Russian government and its proxies have sought to
develop links with parties and leaders throughout Europe

and beyond. Russia’s ability to build connections abroad
draws on a wide network of people and organizations,
including oligarchs, such as Konstantin Malofeev, who
allegedly backed separatists movements in Ukraine; the
Night Wolves, a biker gang with close links to Putin; and
the Russian Orthodox Church (Robinson et al., 2018,
pp. 58–60).
Russia may support two broad groups of political
actors: those who have an explicitly pro-Russian agenda
and those who do not but who do have interests that align
with Russia’s. The former group is primarily, but not
exclusively, found within the former communist countries.
Cohen and Radin, for example, highlighted the opportunity from Russia’s historical and cultural ties within
Central and Southeast Europe. Such countries as Bulgaria
and Serbia—where Slavic languages are widely spoken and
where the Orthodox Church is the main religious denomination—also have political parties that explicitly support
Russia (Cohen and Radin, 2019, pp. 68–70).
However, historical ties are far from determinative—in
the case of Poland, for example, elements of shared history
have resulted in predominantly negative views of Russia.
Estonia and Latvia, which have substantial minorities
of Russian speakers (meaning migrants from the Soviet
Union and their descendants), also have political parties
that are largely supported by Russian speakers. These parties had not been able to join government coalitions until
2016, when the Centre Party joined the Estonian government, which may have contributed to a sense of marginalization among the Russian-speaking population. Despite
their historic links to Russia, these parties do not advocate
a pro-Russian agenda and have policies toward the EU and
NATO similar to those of parties associated with the ethnic

majorities (Cohen and Radin, 2019, pp. 32–33; Helmus
et al., 2018, pp. 62–64).
Given the difficulty of building support for explicitly
pro-Russian parties, even in countries with deep historic
ties, Russia often backs parties that share some common
interests but are not explicitly pro-Russian. This approach
is especially prevalent outside eastern Europe but may
also occur in the former Soviet Union.9 Russia has backed
parties on both the far left and far right—as is alleged in
Greece, for example—showing a general preference for
nationalist, Euro-skeptic parties that might weaken or, at
a minimum, decrease the ambition of the EU and NATO
(Cohen and Radin, 2019, pp. 84–87). In western Europe,
Russia has also reportedly supported parties that support
some Russian foreign policy positions, such as Marine
Le Pen’s Front National and Germany’s AfD (Cohen and
Radin, 2019, pp. 114–122).10 However, the importance of
Russian support remains unclear in determining the success of these parties.

Economic
Russia is a major economic power. Russia’s economic
influence especially comes from its major presence in the
energy market—state-owned Gazprom and Rosneft and
state-backed Lukoil are major Russian international energy
companies. Europe and the United States have emphasized
the need to diversify away from Russian supplies, citing in
part the threat of Russian leverage. Nevertheless, Russia’s
role as an energy supplier is, in principle, not subversive as
we have defined it. It is neither denied or covert. Indeed,
many actors see Russia as a legitimate and reliable supplier,
as shown the efforts of Germany and other countries to
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Russia generally has
more leverage in regions
that remain particularly
dependent on Russian
energy and where Russian
infrastructure investments
are large compared with
the local economy, as in
southeast Europe.
maintain trade with Russia through the construction of
Nord Stream 2 (Pezard et al., 2017, p. 61; Wilkes, 2018).
However, there are instances of Russia using energy
supplies or infrastructure subversively. For example, in
2006, when the Lithuanian government decided to sell the
Mazeikiai refinery to the Polish company PKN ORLEN,
instead of to Russian bidders (Lukoil and TNK-BP;
TNK-BP has since been acquired by the Russian energy
company Rosneft), Russia cut off pipeline oil supplies to
the facility. The Russian pipeline operator attributed the
issue to a leakage caused by an accident. But Lithuanian
authorities claim that the report of an accident was an
attempt to sabotage the deal and maintain control over
the Lithuanian oil market (Dempsey, 2006; PKN ORLEN,
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2006). In Bulgaria, analysts assert that Russia engaged in
corruption to expand its control over the energy market
and to deter diversification, including through support of
antifracking protests (Cohen and Radin, 2018, pp. 90–91).
While there are some allegations that Russian economic
investments may be for intelligence-gathering or other
political purposes, there are also strong indications that
Russia’s primary goal is sustaining its economic interests in
the region. A commonly cited example of Russia’s informal
influence on German policy is that Gerhard Schröder, a
former German Chancellor, was appointed chairman of the
board of the joint German-Russian Nord Stream pipeline
and the chairman of the board of Rosneft (Cohen and
Radin, 2019, pp. 126–127; Rosneft, 2018).
These examples show how Russia’s interests and ability
to use its economic presence as a subversive tool vary in
different regions. Russia generally has more leverage in
regions that remain particularly dependent on Russian
energy and where Russian infrastructure investments are
large compared with the local economy, as in southeast
Europe. Russia has less leverage in regions in such countries as Germany, in which energy exports from Russia
make up a significant portion of Russia’s overall portfolio,
and there are other alternative suppliers (Larrabee et al.,
2017, pp. 33–50).

Information
The Russian government also attempts to use the control of
information as a means of influencing audience perceptions
and behaviors, adversary decisionmaking, and political
outcomes in ways that serve its interests. Russian military
doctrine and strategic-level documents emphasize the

significance of information control and exposure both as a
tool and a threat (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian
Federation, 2000; Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian
Federation, 2016; Russian Armed Services, 2014).
Indeed, many Russian writers see the control of
information as central to the achievement of political
objectives.11 The closely related concepts of informational
struggle and reflexive control describe ways to persuade
one’s adversary to make specific choices that are favorable
to the initiator’s own interests. These concepts suggest
altering the target’s perceptions of reality or otherwise
influencing their decision-making process.12 Linda
Robinson and her coauthors have assessed that Russia has
invested considerable resources in developing its
information-driven subversion tools, particularly in “developing a diverse and sophisticated set of information channels aimed at promoting Russia’s goals abroad” (Robinson
et al., 2018, p. 69).
Christopher Paul and Miriam Matthews have characterized Russian propaganda as the “firehouse of falsehood,” noting the high volume of communication and
“shameless willingness to disseminate partial truths or
outright fictions” (Paul and Matthews, 2016). In particular,
Todd Helmus and his coauthors observed in a 2018 report
that Russian information activities significantly intensified after the annexation of Crimea in 2014, including “a
dizzying swirl of disinformation about Russia’s actions and
intentions in Crimea and Ukraine” (Helmus et al., 2018,
p. 16). One line of this effort involved the use of a robust
network of social media groups to disseminate antigovernment rhetoric in Ukraine, such as calling for a “Third
Maidan,” likely in an effort to undermine the authorities in
Kyiv (Helmus et al., 2018, p. 16).13 Investigative journalists

discovered that the network that claimed to operate in
Ukraine was actually based in a suburb of Moscow and
was likely associated with the Russian security services
(Samokhvalova, 2016).
More recently, Moscow has used information-driven
subversion tools against targets in its far abroad, primarily to influence the outcomes of political campaigns in
western Europe and the United States. Although now
exposed as a likely Kremlin affiliate, the St. Petersburg
Internet Research Agency secretly masqueraded as U.S.based social and political organizations around the 2016
presidential election. As Helmus and coauthors have
noted, the messages promulgated in the ads and pages
the Internet Research Agency created were an attempt to
exploit and deepen existing U.S. social cleavages related
to race, political ideology, and class (Helmus et al., 2018,
p. 20). The ads’ metadata reveal that the organization used
existing Facebook advertising algorithms to deliberately
target specific audiences within the United States. Russian
agents were able to pair messages with the segments of
the population they were more likely to resonate with or
incite (Helmus et al., 2018, p. 20). Moscow also employs
human-operated troll accounts, honeypots (fake accounts
meant to attract users’ attention), and automated bots as
force multipliers to extend the reach and visibility of its
messaging (Helmus et al., 2018, p. 23).14
Russia employs a range of actors to develop and
execute (produce and disseminate) its information-driven
subversion efforts. Some, such as the Russian intelligence
services (KGB, GRU, SVR), are part of the state. These
actors may work in concert with overt state-owned media
organizations, such as RT and Sputnik, to support denied
or covert activities. Other nonstate organizations, such as
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troll farms (e.g., the Internet Research Agency), are likely
connected to the Kremlin through personal, political, or
financial ties, although the state does not acknowledge
these ties (United States of America v. Internet Research
Agency LLC, 2018). In other cases, Moscow fosters relationships with individuals or organizations that are unaware
they are interacting with Russian actors. These useful
idiots, as they are sometimes called, unwittingly participate
in Russian subversion efforts, while others unknowingly
amplify Russian messages by retweeting, reposting, or
“liking” subversive messages without knowing their true
origin.
Measuring the success of information-driven Russian
subversion efforts is inherently difficult. In today’s
information-saturated environment the Kremlin’s target
audiences are exposed to countless messages from various
stimuli. Isolating the effect of any one of these messages
outside a controlled environment is nearly impossible without a baseline of attitudes and behaviors and clear specification of Russia’s desired objectives. What is more, in the
context of political campaigns, Russian-linked messaging
may mirror that of a legitimate candidate. This makes it
more difficult to disaggregate the effects of the Russian
effort from those of the legitimate political campaign.
Attribution is an additional challenge because the
online information environment affords users anonymity and accessibility (Bodine-Baron et al., 2018).
Overattribution is also a risk—other state or nonstate
actors could leverage a Western tendency to attribute information operations to Russia. The accessibility of the online
environment allows Russian actors to directly research
Western audiences without needing to foster relationships with journalists as the Soviets did. At the same time,
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audiences can access a wide range of media sources and,
therefore, are less dependent on any one media channel,
meaning that the Kremlin faces competition for audience
attention.
Finally, the global scope of information technologies allows Moscow to reach audiences in its near and far
abroad (Helmus et al., 2018, p. 17). However, influence via
information requires an intimate and nuanced understanding of the target audience, which may favor Moscow more
with audiences in the near abroad than with those farther
from Russia geographically and/or culturally.

Cyber Means
Cyberattacks are a specific type of information-related
subversion activity that offers a flexible tool for covertly
achieving a range of objectives. While in Western military
thinking cyber means are often conceived of as a distinct
field, Russian doctrine tends to treat this area as one element among many within the broader concept of information warfare (Darczewska, 2014, pp. 11–13). Cyberattacks
are commonly used for classic espionage operations but
may also be used to contribute to diverse efforts to shape
foreign narratives. The 2016 attack on the Democratic
National Committee (DNC), for example, gathered information to contribute to a larger information campaign.
Another striking case is the false attribution of Russian
hacking of the computers and phones of the wives of U.S.
military personnel to Islamic State’s “Cyber Caliphate.”
The apparent intent of this campaign was to divert U.S.
attention away from Russia toward the Islamic State (Satter,
2018).

Cyberattacks are
commonly used for classic
espionage operations
but may also be used
to contribute to diverse
efforts to shape foreign
narratives.
The first widely known cyberattack attributed to
Russia was a series of distributed denial of service attacks
on multiple entities in Estonia in April and May 2007,
which, at its height, resulted in brief shutdowns of websites
belonging to the parliament and other government entities,
political parties, banks, and news and telecommunications companies.15 The attack itself was not attributed to
any specific recognizable group, and the early phase of the
attack appeared relatively amateurish. But the timing of the
end of the campaign points to some degree of coordination
(Connell and Vogler, 2017, p. 13.; Robinson et al., 2018,
pp. 91–96).
Since 2015, a large number of attacks attributed to
Russian actors have been identified and credited to two
groups: APT28 (also known as Fancy Bear, Sofacy Group,
and Pawn Storm, among others) and APT29 (Cozy Bear,
Dukes). According to the Estonian Foreign Intelligence
Service, APT28 is affiliated with GRU, while APT29 is

associated with the FSB and the SVR (Estonian Foreign
Intelligence Service, 2018, pp. 53–55). Both were suspected
to be engaged in the attack on the DNC in 2016, and each
is separately accused of executing multiple attacks against
other government institutions both in the United States
and Europe (Robinson et al., 2018, pp. 69–71). In late 2015,
an attack on the Ukrainian power grid that lead to an
energy outage affecting approximately 225,000 customers
was attributed to a Russian group (Voltz, 2016). The GRU
was also believed to be behind the June 2017 “NotPetya”
attack, which targeted a widely used Ukrainian tax software site and substantially disrupted Ukraine’s financial
infrastructure (Nakashima, 2018).
The difficulty of attribution is commonly cited as a
key challenge of cyberattacks. Cyber analysts rarely have
clear, smoking-gun evidence. Instead, they usually attribute attacks based on a combination of indicators, such as
technical findings (e.g., code artifacts), political motives,
pattern-of-life analysis, the length and scope of operations,
and all-source intelligence (Davis et al., 2017, pp. 9–16;
F-Secure, 2017, p. 9). Cybersecurity firms also sometimes
disagree about attribution (Davis et al., 2017, pp. 20–21).
Still, as the previous examples indicate, there is sometimes
a high degree of confidence that particular Russian actors
are behind particular attacks, even where there is false flagging, as in the Cyber Caliphate case. There may be greater
uncertainty in the linkage between some pro-Russian
hacker groups and the government. There appears to be
only speculation about whether the pro-Russian hacktivist group CyberBerkut, for example, works in occasional
coordination with APT28 or is indeed an arm of APT28
(Bartholomew and Guerrero-Saade, 2016; ThreatConnect,
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2016; see also Estonian Foreign Intelligence Service, 2018,
p. 52).

Coordination and Command and Control
Russia may achieve the greatest results when it is able
to combine multiple tools in one campaign, but Russia’s
command and control of subversion does appear to have
limits (Robinson et al., 2018, pp. 83–85). In Ukraine in
2014, Russia used diplomatic persuasion to try to convince
Kyiv not to align with the West, amplifying the message via
a large-scale information campaign. Concurrently, intelligence organizations created false social media accounts,
armed separatists, and directly engaged in kinetic activities. In the economic sphere, Gazprom doubled gas prices
in Ukraine and cut off the supply when Kyiv contested the
higher price (Helmus et al., 2018, pp. 15–17; Kofman et al.,
2017; Larrabee et al., 2017). In the case of the 2016 election campaign in the United States, the U.S. intelligence
community notes that the influence operation was multifaceted, including intelligence organizations; social media
trolls; attributed Russian media organizations, such as RT;
and non-Russian organizations, such as WikiLeaks (Office
of the Director of National Intelligence, 2017, p. 2).
There is some evidence of control from the top, such as
through the Russian presidential administration. Vladislav
Surkov, a former Deputy Prime Minister and now special
advisor to the President of the Russian Federation, appears
to be responsible, among his other duties, for overseeing
the campaign in Ukraine. According to emails leaked
by the Ukrainian hacker group CyberHunta in October
2016, Surkov received a list of candidates for the supposedly independent government of the Donetsk People’s
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Republic three days before the government was announced
(Digital Forensics Research Lab, 2016; Kramer, 2016).
However, it remains unclear how broad Surkov’s authority
is and to what degree his activities might be coordinated
with the Russian Ministry of Defence or intelligence
agencies. According to Mark Galeotti, no institution is
singly responsible for command and control of Russian
subversion. Galeotti has noted that, while there is some
higher-level coordination, such as from the presidential
administration, many efforts originate from bottom-up
initiatives based on varied interpretations of the government’s (and Putin’s) broad goals (Galeotti, 2017).
Evidence from other incidents also betrays a lack of
hierarchical command and control. In the DNC hack, for
example, APT28 and APT29 separately attempted to steal
the same credentials, without any apparent cooperation or
even knowledge of each other’s activities (Robinson et al.,
2018, p. 70; Alperovitch, 2016). Smaller operations, involving a fewer actors and lines of effort, do not necessarily
have better coordination, especially because there may be
competition among the participating government institutions (Galeotti, 2016). While decentralization and a lack of
a highly defined command-and-control system may make
Russian subversion less effective, it also may make subversion more difficult to detect and counter.

A Framework for Deterring Russian
Subversion
To consider past and future responses to deter Russian
subversion, we divided possible responses into two commonly used categories, deterrence by denial and deterrence by punishment (Snyder, 1960, pp. 163–178). For both

categories, we next describe what deterrence activities
consist of and provide some possible criteria for evaluating whether these deterrence activities are effective or
advisable. These criteria draw from existing analyses of
the challenge of Russian subversion, as well as criticism of
existing U.S. deterrent activities discussed later.16 Carefully
evaluating proposed deterrence options is essential because
the costs and risks of an activity to improve deterrence
could exceed the potential benefit of the activity for reducing Russian subversion. While there may be insufficient
information to make a full evaluation of these factors, it is
advisable to conduct at least a rough assessment.
Deterrence by denial involves actions that make
Russian subversion less likely to succeed or more expensive
or challenging to undertake. In the case of ongoing Russian
subversion activities, deterrence by denial is synonymous
with defense (e.g., Synder, 1961; Bodine Baron et al.,
2018).17 In practice, deterrence by denial refers to policies
designed to reduce the vulnerability of the United States,
its allies, and partners to the full range of Russian subversive activities. Examples include improving cyberdefense,
reducing dependence on Russian energy, strengthening
border security in countries neighboring Russia, and media
literacy training to reduce peoples’ susceptibility to Russian
information campaigns (Helmus et al., 2018, Ch. 6). A key
advantage of deterrence by denial is that it is less likely
to challenge the Russian interests described above and,
therefore, presents a lower risk of provoking undesired
Russian responses. However, investing in defensive activities probably cannot eliminate all vulnerabilities to Russian
subversion. It may be cheaper and easier for Russia to find
new avenues of subversion than for the West to address
vulnerabilities.

Programs to improve defense, and thus deterrence by
denial, should be evaluated on at least five factors:
• Risk reduction. Different proposed programs or
policies may be expected to have a varied effect on
vulnerabilities to Russian subversion in the short
and long terms.
• Achieving other socially desirable objectives. For
example, initiatives that introduce new media literacy training into education programs may address
a broader concern about social media beyond
concerns related to Russian subversion. Similarly,
reducing European dependence on Russian gas may
also increase European consumption of Americanproduced liquid natural gas.
• The cost of the proposed program. Calculating the
cost of defensive programs is difficult, especially
because costs are not limited to the financing of
the specific program, but also include second-order
economic effects. For example, border security costs
may include both the costs of hiring new personnel
or buying new equipment and a second-order cost
of reduced trade.
• The alignment between the proposed program and
Western norms and values. For example, efforts
to block all information on social media coming
from Russia would likely reduce Russian influence
(through that channel). Such a policy, however,
would be incompatible with Western democratic
values that prioritize the free flow of information.
• Shaping Russian decisionmaking. It may be possible
to predict whether activities intended to reduce
Russian subversion are likely to produce an escalatory Russian response. For example, a large military
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deployment may improve defense against Russian
special forces operations but, depending on the
deployment, may also lead to a security dilemma
in which Russia responds to what it perceives as a
threat to its own interests. Of course, a highconfidence assessment of Russian reactions may
not be feasible, but it may be possible to gauge likely
Russian reactions based on past behavior (e.g.,
Frederick et al., 2017).
Existing analysis of Russian subversion has proposed
ways to improve defensive activities (e.g., Fly, Rosenberger,
and Salvo, 2018; Fried and Polyakova, 2018). However,
with some exceptions, including a 2018 RAND report that
specifically evaluates possible responses to Russian social
media activities, there are few existing analyses of the effectiveness or wisdom of existing defensive activities based on
these (or similar) criteria (Bodine-Baron et al., 2018).
In the context of Russian subversion, deterrence by
punishment consists of actions, or threats, to impose direct
costs to Russia that would outweigh the potential gains
achieved by subversion. Examples include the economic
sanctions that the United States and others have imposed
on Russia in the wake of Russia’s annexation of Crimea, the
diplomatic sanctions that followed the poisoning of former
Russian spy Sergei Skripal in the United Kingdom, and
the indictment of Russian operatives (“Spy Poisoning . . . ,”
2018; United States of America v. Internet Research Agency
LLC, 2018; U.S. Department of State, undated). Several
factors contribute to the effectiveness and desirability of
particular punishments:
• The speed and certainty of the attribution of Russian
subversion. Is there clear evidence that Russia was
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responsible, and can this evidence be presented to
the public? Absent rapid and clear attribution, formulating, justifying, and communicating punishments may be difficult.
The severity of the punishment. Would the costs the
punishment imposes on Russia or its leadership sufficiently outweigh the potential gains from Russian
subversion efforts?
The clarity in outlining the conditions of the punishment. Have the United States, its allies, and its partners clearly linked undesired subversive activities
with specific punishments? Are these punishments
likely to be levied if, and only if, Russia pursues
specific undesired subversive activities? Is the punishment likely to be removed if Russia changes its
behavior?
Russian perceptions of punishments. Do Russian
officials believe that the punishment is actually
linked to their behavior? What are likely Russian
reactions to the punishment? Is there indication of
whether Russian officials believe a punishment to
be a sign of a larger intent to cause harm to Russia
or undermine its government? On the other hand,
could the absence of any punishment encourage
greater subversive activities in the future?
The costs associated with punishments. What are the
direct costs of the punishment for the United States
or other interested parties? How might the punishments, if levied, affect the Russian population,
as compared with elites? It is possible to estimate
the potential indirect costs for the United States or
European countries?

As in the case of Western defensive activities, neither
a definitive list of punishments nor an evaluation of these
punishments exists. Our preliminary analysis, however,
suggests that existing punishments fall into two categories:
They either affect Russia too little to change its decisionmaking or are not linked closely enough to Russian subversive activities. These problems do not mean that existing
punishments of Russia should be abandoned; even imperfect punishments may have a deterrent effect. Instead,
these issues underscore the need to develop more effective
punishments that are more clearly tied to Russian behavior.
Identifiable punishments falling into the first category
are clearly linked to specific Russian activities but do not

Our preliminary analysis,
however, suggests that
existing punishments
fall into two categories:
They either affect Russia
too little to change its
decisionmaking or are
not linked closely enough
to Russian subversive
activities.

appear to impose high enough costs relative to Russia’s
other interests to be effective deterrents. Effective punishment may be especially difficult in cases of Russian
subversion in countries that, like Ukraine, fall in the innermost rings of Russia’s sphere of influence (see figure). For
example, after Russia’s seizure of Crimea in early March
2014 the United States introduced sanctions in response to
the violation of the “sovereignty and territorial integrity
of Ukraine” (Obama, 2014a ).18 After Russia took further
action to annex Crimea, the United States expanded its
sanctions (Executive Order 13661, 2014). President Barack
Obama’s statement in March 2014 expressly tied U.S. sanctions to the specific Russian actions:
We’ve seen an illegal referendum in Crimea; an illegitimate move by the Russians to annex Crimea; and
dangerous risks of escalation . . . . [B]ecause of these
choices, the United States is today moving, as we said
we would, to impose additional costs on Russia.”
(Obama, 2014b )

In July and September, the United States and EU also
sanctioned Russian individuals and entities by freezing
Russian assets in the United States, prohibiting Western
travel, blocking access to Western capital, preventing the
export of energy technology, and blocking imports to
Crimea (ReedSmith, 2014). However, many of the individuals or companies sanctioned are based in Russia or Crimea
and either do little business with the United States or
depend far more on their status in Russia. While forgoing
access to Western capital and technology is damaging to
Russian companies, Russian interests in Ukraine likely
exceed such concerns. These sanctions are thus likely to
have little effect on Russia’s decision to continue its policy
in Crimea and Ukraine.
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Similarly, the 2018 U.S. indictments of individuals
associated with the Internet Research Agency and the GRU
was clearly tied to their criminal activities during the 2016
U.S. presidential election. The indictments may have made
it more difficult for these individuals to travel and may
have had some small effect on the perceived legitimacy of
working for the GRU. However, it is highly unlikely that
those indicted will ever face trial in the United States. The
indictments overall had little prospect of seriously affecting the lives of individuals and organizations operating in
Russia under the direction of the Kremlin.
A second category of punishments has great consequences for Russia and could motivate a change in policy,
but these are less clearly linked to changes in Russian
behavior. For instance, the 2017 Countering America’s
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) provides
broad powers to sanction a variety of Russian entities, many
of which are important contributors to the Russian economy.19 For example, Oleg Deripaska and the companies he
controls have been identified as potential targets of U.S.
sanctions. His company, Rusal, is a major global producer
of aluminum, and sanctions of Rusal could significantly
affect Russian aluminum exports (Zhdannikov, Lough, and
Wroughton, 2018). However, CAATSA and related laws on
U.S. sanctions are highly complex and difficult to interpret,
and there is ambiguity in how existing sanctions will be
implemented or under what conditions they will be lifted.20 In particular, CAATSA specifically justifies sanctions
against Russia on the basis of its activities in Ukraine and
Russian subversion against the United States (e.g., Borak,
2018; U.S. Department of State, undated). The Russian
leadership may wonder whether these sanctions would be
likely to be lifted if Russia were to reduce its information
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operations against the United States while not reversing
the annexation of Crimea—the later policy could be very
difficult for Russia to change. Ongoing discussions of additional sanctions could further reduce the deterrent effect of
sanctions on Russian decisionmaking because Russia may
believe that it will be subject to additional sanctions regardless of its behavior (Zengerle, 2018).
Overall, a key ongoing challenge for U.S. policy is to
develop sufficiently effective responses to Russian subversion and to ensure that these responses are indeed linked to
Russia not taking subversive activities in the future.

Conclusion
Russia has engaged in a wide range of subversive efforts
to influence U.S., allied, and partner domestic politics.
Contrary to descriptions of a coherent Gerasimov doctrine,
Russian subversion lacks a single organizing principle.
Instead, Russian foreign policy interests motivate different
forms of subversion; Russian subversive capabilities vary
greatly across countries and activities; Russian subversion
often lacks strong centralized command and control; and
the effectiveness of Russian subversive efforts remains
largely unknown. Despite these challenges, our earlier
observations point to some recommendations for how
to better deter and respond to Russian subversion in the
future.

Improving Deterrence by Denial
We recommend improving deterrence by denial by focusing U.S. programs to build resilience in the most vulnerable
countries and institutions. Efforts to deter by denial must

be tailored to account for the varying intensity and types of
threats each state faces. To identify where U.S. efforts can
be most useful, it is necessary to evaluate existing vulnerabilities, trace past U.S. efforts, and consider where U.S.
assistance may be the most effective. For example, in nonNATO former Soviet states, such as Ukraine, Russia is able
to wield the broadest range of its subversive capabilities,
including the use of military and political proxies. Several
reports from RAND and other institutions have already
investigated the vulnerabilities of European countries, but
more work remains to be done (Cohen and Radin, 2019;
Conley et al., 2016; Larrabee et al., 2017; Pezard et al., 2017).
While there are limits of the effectiveness of U.S. foreign
assistance, U.S. efforts to improve Ukrainian defense
institutions, strengthen cyber security, and address Russian
election meddling are useful investments in this context
(U.S. Department of State, 2018). Russia is able to use fewer
tools for subversion in former communist countries that
have joined NATO, and its means of subversion are even
more limited in the West. Still, efforts to improve the rule
of law, strengthen alternatives to Russian energy exports,
and strengthen cybersecurity may be valuable where there
are particular gaps.

Improving Deterrence by Punishment
The United States can also better deter Russia by more
clearly linking punishments to specific Russian subversive
activities. To be most effective, punishments of Russian
subversion should be threatened and enacted in an incremental way, with each additional element clearly associated
with an identified Russian subversive action. A transparent logic of why a punishment is being enacted and how

Russia can change its behavior to remove a punishment is
also desirable. To change Russian behavior, punishments
must also be significant or meaningful enough to convince
these actors that it is not worthwhile to pursue subversive
actions. In some cases, it may be necessary to enact a punishment even if that is unlikely to convince Russia to moderate its behavior. In these circumstances, it may be worth
developing new sanctions that can be added or removed
depending on more or less cooperative Russian behavior.
Punishments of Russian subversion should also focus
especially on covert or denied Russian activities, rather
than overt economic activity or information campaigns.
Overt activities, such as RT or Russian energy investments,
could certainly be harmful to U.S. interests. Punishing
these behaviors, however, makes it easier for Russian
officials to believe and to convince others that the United
States is against everything Russian or that it is pursuing
a Cold War–style, zero-sum competition with Russia.
Sanctioning overt activities also puts at risk parallel U.S.
activities in Russia or its neighbors, such as U.S. social
media companies, other business investment, and U.S.
foundations (e.g., Eurasia Foundation, 2019; Petroff, 2017).
Avoiding punishing overt Russian economic activities
makes it easier to imagine a transition to a less adversarial
U.S.-Russia relationship.
One potential, but ill-advised, route for responding to Russian subversion is to intensify U.S. efforts to
subvert Russia. Encouraging shifts in democratic government in Russia could hypothetically make Russia
pursue a less adversarial foreign policy and could lead
to dramatic improvements in the well-being of Russia’s
population. Given Russia’s belief that the United States is
already engaged in subversion, there may also seem to be
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little to lose from increasing U.S. effort to achieve regime
change. However, intensified U.S. subversion has several
potential downsides. It is unlikely to succeed; despite past
U.S. efforts, Putin remains popular and in power (e.g.,
Kimmage, 2018; McFaul, 2018). Intensified U.S. subversion
could also result in undesired Russian escalation, up to and
including kinetic military action against the United States,
its allies, or its partners.

Additional Research About When Russian
Subversion Is Effective
There is significant uncertainty about when and to what
extent Russian subversion is effective. With some tools at
Russia’s disposal, like military activities in Ukraine, the
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the actual effects of
subversion, it is difficult
to fully articulate a
proportionate response
or to understand how
this response should be
prioritized among other
U.S. efforts.
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effects of Moscow’s efforts are more evident. The influence
of political, information, and economic tools is less well
understood, as the uncertain effectiveness of Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. election clearly shows. Whatever
its effectiveness, Russian subversion is clearly undesirable.
But without understanding the actual effects of subversion,
it is difficult to fully articulate a proportionate response
or to understand how this response should be prioritized
among other U.S. efforts. Any response to Russian subversion will have costs, such as establishing new government
bodies, increasing regulation for social media, or building
new infrastructure. Evaluating the effectiveness of Russian
subversion is essential to determine whether to accept such
costs. Such an evaluation may be difficult but is possible
through further study, including increasing understanding
Russian objectives; evaluating how Russian activities affect
countries’ security; and applying alternative methods, such
as social media analysis and survey research.

Improving Attribution
Rapid attribution is critically important—it makes covert
activities overt and makes it harder for Russia to deny its
actions. Attribution thereby limits the effectiveness of
Russian subversion. For example, if the campaign led by
the Internet Research Agency had been rapidly attributed
to the Russian government, the credibility and effectiveness of the campaign messaging would likely have been
diminished. The Internet Research Agency’s involvement
ultimately became publicly known, but that organization
had a great deal of time to shape public attitudes before
being unmasked. A delay in attribution can therefore be
almost as harmful as a lack of attribution. Brattberg and

Maurer similarly argue that rapid attribution and response
on the part of French authorities in response to alleged
Russian interference in the 2017 French election was one
potential reason the “Macron leaks” had such limited
effects (Brattberg and Maurer, 2018; see also Vilmer, 2018,
p. 4). Attribution is also critical for justifying the imposition of punitive measures. One possible way to facilitate
faster attribution is to strengthen coordination within and
across governments to better combine disparate sources
of information. With improved defense and more targeted
punishment, better attribution may be effective at persuading Russia not to undertake subversion in the future.

Abbreviations
AfD

Alternative für Deutschland [Alternative for
Germany]

AIDS

acquired immunodeficiency syndrome

APT

advanced persistent threat

CAATSA

Countering America’s Adversaries Through
Sanctions Act

CIA

Central Intelligence Agency

DNC

Democratic National Committee

EU

European Union

FSB

Federalnaya sluzhba bezopasnosti [Federal
Security Service]

GRU

Glavnoye razvedyvatelnoye upravleniye [Main
Intelligence Directorate]

GRUSpecial Forces of the GRU
Spetsnaz
KGB

Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti
(Soviet Secret Service)

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

RT

Originally Russia Today, now known only by
the acronym RT

SVR

Sluzhba vneshney razvedki [Foreign
Intelligence Service]

TNK-BP

a former Russian oil company

VDV

Vozdushno-desantnye voyska [Russian
Airborne Troops]
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Other Russian writers, such as Igor Dylevski, have also published
work on particular elements of subversion, such as information confrontation. Similarly to Gerasimov, Dylevski believes that the United
States is responsible for the spread of information threats. See Dylevski
et al., 2015, pp. 7–16.
6

7
This breakdown draws from the framework of the U.S. instruments
of national power outlined in Joint Publication 1, 2017, p. I-1, including diplomatic, informational, military, and economic instruments,
although it has been adapted for the specific context of Russian subversion; see also Robinson et al., 2018, pp. 57–83.
8

For more detailed analysis of this scenario, see Radin, 2017, pp. 25–27.

In Latvia, for example, Cohen and Radin note that Russia has found
common cause with conservatives opposing same-sex marriage (Cohen
and Radin, 2019, p. 32).
9

Front National is now known as Rassemblement national [National
Rally].
10

Jānis Bērziņš, 2014, p. 6, for example, wrote that “the Russians have
placed the idea of influence at the very center of their operational
planning and used all possible levers to achieve this: the skillful internal
communications; deception operations; psychological operations and
well-constructed external communications.”
11

12
For a discussion of reflexive control theory in English, see Thomas,
2004, pp. 237–245. For a discussion of informational struggle, see
Adamsky, 2015.
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13
The term maidan refers to antigovernment protests held in Kyiv’s
Maidan Square, primarily the 2013‒2014 protests in Ukraine in response
to then-President Viktor Yanukovych’s suspension of Ukraine’s
association agreement with the EU. Since then, actors affiliated with
the Russian government have attempted to incite unrest in Ukraine
by propagating messages of another, “Third Maidan,” antigovernment
movement, with the first maidan referencing the 2004‒2005 Orange
Revolution.

According to Ferrara et al., 2016, a social bot is a “computer algorithm that automatically produces content and interacts with humans
on social media, trying to emulate and possibly alter their behavior.”
A troll is defined as an individual who “posts a deliberately proactive
message to a newsgroup or message board with the intention of causing
maximum disruption and argument,” according to NATO Strategic
Communications Centre of Excellence, 2016, p. 9.
14

Attribution in this case was based on political indicators. The first
wave of the attack was a response to the removal of a Soviet war memorial from Tallinn. The second wave started on May 8–9, 2007, when
Russians traditionally celebrate the victory over Nazis in the Second
World War. Russian officials denied any involvement in the attacks but
praised the perpetrators of the attack. For a discussion of this case, see
Connell and Vogler, 2017, pp. 13–16.
15

16
In particular, we draw from and extend the criteria listed in BodineBaron et al., 2018, pp. 4–5.
17
Snyder was the first to make the distinction between two forms of
deterrence—deterrence by punishment and deterrence by denial.

For the original text of the Executive Order authorizing these sanctions, see Executive Order 13661, 2014.

18

19

For the full text of the act, see Public Law 115-44, 2017.

See media reports on ongoing debate of whether to lift sanctions on
Rusal, such as Rappeport, 2019.
20
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